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Ferromagnetism and Superconductivity in Uranium Compounds
Dai Aoki1 ∗ and Jacques Flouquet1 †
1INAC/SPSMS, CEA-Grenoble, 17 rue des Martyrs, 38054 Grenoble, France
Recent advances on ferromagnetic superconductors, UGe2, URhGe and UCoGe are presented.
The superconductivity (SC) peacefully coexists with the ferromagnetism (FM), forming the
spin-triplet state of Cooper pairs. The striking new phenomena, such as SC reinforced by the
magnetic field, are associated with Ising-type ferromagnetic fluctuations. A variety of ferromag-
netic ordered moments between UGe2, URhGe and UCoGe affords to understand the relation
between FM, tricriticality and SC.
KEYWORDS: ferromagnetism, superconductivity, spin-triplet state, magnetic fluctuation, UGe2, URhGe,
UCoGe
1. Introduction
The ferromagnetism had been thought to be antagonis-
tic to superconductivity (SC) in the framework of singlet
s-wave pairing up to the discovery of new class of ma-
terials like the Chevrel phase compounds (REMo6Se8,
RE: rare earth).1) Antiferromagnetism (AF) obviously
coexists peacefully with SC in these RE intermetallic
compounds where the 4f electrons are localized on the
RE site and the magnetic interaction between RE ions
are mediated indirectly by the conduction electrons via
so-called RKKY (Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya, Yosida) in-
teraction. The simple image is that under the large su-
perconducting coherence length ξ0, the average value of
the magnetization is zero as the AF periodicity is gener-
ally smaller than ξ0.
2) In contrast, no microscopic coex-
istence of FM and SC has been observed. In HoMo6Se8
3)
or ErRh4B4,
4) SC is observed in the intermediate tem-
perature range approximately from 2 to 10K, but when
it is cooled further, FM destroys SC at low tempera-
tures. For example in ErRh4B4, SC appears below 8.7K.
Because of the internal conflicts between SC and FM,
an intermediate phase exists in the narrow temperature
range between 0.8K and 1K with the establishment of a
modulated magnetic structure which can be regarded as
a domain-like arrangement with the periodicity d ≪ ξ0.
However, further cooling, FM is overwhelmed and s-wave
SC is destroyed as basically the energy gained by the RE
atoms due to the magnetic transition (kBTCurie) is far
higher than the energy gained by the electrons as they
form Cooper pairs at the SC transition ((kBTsc)
2ρ(εF)),
where ρ(εF) is the density of states of the conduction
electrons at the Fermi level. In the case of AF–SC sys-
tems, the unusual situation can happen under magnetic
field, when the applied magnetic field may cancel the
total internal field and thus the field re-entrant SC is ob-
served as predicted by the so-called Jaccario-Peter com-
pensation effect.5) This was first observed in the Chevrel
phase compound6) and recently in the organic systems
λ(BETS)2FeCl4.
7, 8)
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1.1 Unconventional superconductivity
In the previous case, the electrons which are responsi-
ble for the magnetism are basically localized. In strongly
correlated electron systems such as heavy fermion com-
pounds, the high Tc cuprates and the new Fe-pnictide
families, at first approximation, the electrons must be
regarded as itinerant and thus the interplay between
magnetism and SC will be strong.9) Furthermore, the
importance of the Coulomb repulsion between the elec-
trons wipes out the possibility of s-wave pairing based on
the BCS theory because the attractive force mediated by
phonon cannot overcome the strong Coulomb repulsive
force. This situation opens the opportunity to search for
unconventional superconductivity with d-wave or p-wave
pairings possessing finite angular momentum leading to
novel SC properties such as anisotropic SC gap and order
parameters with specific temperature and magnetic field
response. Here, an important reference is the triplet p-
wave superfluidity of the Fermi liquid 3He10) with exotic
A phase and B phase; the former one characterized by
the so-called equal spin pairing with separation between
↑↑ and ↓↓ spin carriers. Magnetic field can even give rise
to two successive superfluid transition. In contrast to the
case of the uranium ferromagnetic superconductors, the
liquid phase of 3He never reach a ferromagnetic insta-
bility as shown in the weak pressure dependence of i) its
Landau parameter F a0 describing the enhancement of the
susceptibility by comparison to the specific heat and ii)
its weak Gru¨neisen parameter11)
The great advantage of the heavy fermion compounds
based on the presence of 4f (cerium, ytterbium) or 5f
(uranium, neptunium, plutonium) electrons, which are
quite ready to become magnetic, is that moderate pres-
sure and even magnetic field can drive them to mag-
netic instability i.e. from long range magnetic order (AF
or FM) to paramagnetic (PM) ground state at a criti-
cal pressure Pc. As now the Cooper pair mechanism is
linked to the electron correlation itself, SC will be often
observed in a dome shape centered around Pc, where the
magnetic fluctuation is enhanced.
Starting with the discovery of CeCu2Si2 superconduc-
tivity in 197912) there are now many macroscopic as well
as microscopic evidences of d-wave spin singlet supercon-
1
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ductivity in the heavy fermion compounds interplaying
between SC and AF.
The coexistence of FM and SC was first discovered in
UGe2
13) under pressure in 2000, almost two decades af-
ter the discovery of SC in CeCu2Si2. Soon afterward, the
SC was found in the weak ferromagnet URhGe for the
first time at ambient pressure.14) Recently UCoGe with
identical crystal structure of URhGe was found to be a
ferromagnetic superconductor, as well.15) In all of these
compounds, Tsc is lower than TCurie, indicating that SC
phase exists in the FM phase, which is contrary to the
previous case such as ErRh4B4 or Chevrel phase com-
pounds where Tsc is higher than TCurie. Furthermore, the
ordered moments of uranium ferromagnetic supercon-
ductors are much lower than those expected from the free
uranium ion. Therefore 5f electrons are naively believed
to be itinerant. To date, all the ferromagnetic supercon-
ductors are uranium compounds. The well-known weak
ferromagnet ZrZn2 was first reported to reveal SC,
16)
however after careful sample preparations and charac-
terizations, SC was found to be extrinsic most likely
due to the Zr alloys on the surface.17) SC is observed in
the ferromagnet UIr with non-inversion symmetry of the
crystal structure in FM3 phase in narrow pressure range
(2.6 . P . 2.8GPa) with the maximum Tsc ∼ 0.15K.
The bulk SC has not been established yet. The upper
critical field of SC is quite small (∼ 0.026T) compared
to those for above mentioned three ferromagnetic super-
conductors.
In this paper, first we review experimental results of
three ferromagnetic superconductors UGe2, URhGe and
UCoGe. Next we describe some theoretical views for FM
and SC. Finally the conclusion and remarks are given. A
very recent complementary our review of ferromagnetic
superconductors can be found in Ref. 18
2. UGe2–the first ferromagnetic superconduc-
tor: superconductivity and phase diagram
UGe2 crystallizes in the orthorhombic structure, as
shown in Fig. 1.19) The U zig-zag chain with the distance
of the next nearest neighbor dU-U = 3.85 A˚ is formed
along a-axis, which is similar to α-U with CDW. The FM
transition had been observed at TCurie = 52K
20) and the
ordered moment is relatively large, M0 ∼ 1.5µB. The
properties of UGe2, together with URhGe and UCoGe
are summarized in Table 2. The magnetic moment is di-
rected along a-axis. With increasing pressure TCurie col-
lapses and finally PM ground state is realized above the
critical pressure Pc ∼ 1.5GPa.
21) Surprisingly, SC ap-
pears around 1.2GPa with Tsc ∼ 0.7K as a maximum.
As shown in Fig. 2, at this pressure TCurie ∼ 35K is much
higher than Tsc and M0 is also large (∼ 1µB).
Both TCurie and M0 collapse at Pc. Complementary
measurements23, 24) show later that the maxima of Tsc
corresponds to the pressure just at Px ∼ 1.2GPa where
the system switches from large moment (M0 ∼ 1.5µB) at
low pressure phase (FM2) to small moment (M0 ∼ 1µB)
at high pressure phase (FM1), through a first order tran-
sition. The transition from FM1 to PM is also associ-
ated with the first order transition at Pc with an abrupt
b
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of UGe2, URhGe and UCoGe. The ar-
rows on the U site denote the direction of the moment.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Temperature–pressure phase diagram of
UGe2. FM1, FM2 and PM represent the ferromagnetic state
with large moment (∼ 1.5muB), the ferromagnetic state with
small moment (∼ 1µB) paramagnetic state, respectively. Above
the pressure of the tricritical point (TCP), the first order fer-
romagnetic transition is observed. Below the pressure of crit-
ical end point for Tx, the crossover occurs between FM1 and
FM2.13, 22, 23)
drop of sublattice magnetization (∆M0 ∼ 0.8µB).
25) Ev-
idences for homogeneous coexistence of FM and SC at
P ∼ Px were given by the persistence of FM in the
SC phase observed in neutron diffraction experiments,26)
the temperature dependence of nuclear spin-lattice re-
laxation rate in NQR measurements (see Fig. 3)27) and
the specific heat jump at Tsc.
28) Open question is how
the homogeneous coexistence of FM and SC is realized
below and above Px. Figure 4 shows the pressure varia-
tion of Tsc obtained by the resistivity measurements and
the ∆C/γTsc by the specific heat measurements.
28, 29)
Tsc shows the maximum at Px. The specific heat jump is
much smaller than the value expected for weak coupling
BCS scheme. Furthermore the residual Sommerfeld co-
efficient (γ-value) is quite large, 70% of γ-value in the
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Table I. Characteristic properties of UGe2, URhGe and UCoGe.
(dU–U: distance of the first nearest neighbor of U atom, M0:
ordered moment, Hint: internal field associated with M0, Pc:
critical pressure between FM and PM, Ha,b,cc2 : upper critical field
for H ‖ a, b, c-axis) †the values of Hc2 in UGe2 are at ∼ 1.2GPa.
UGe2 URhGe UCoGe
Structure Ortho. Ortho. Ortho.
Space group Cmmm Pnma Pnma
dU–U (A˚) 3.85 3.50 3.48
TCurie (K) 52 9.5 ∼ 3
M0 (µB) 1.48 0.4 ∼ 0.05
Mag. easy-axis a c c
Hint (T) 0.28 0.08 0.01
γ (mJ/K2mol) 34 160 55
Pc (GPa) 1.5 < 0 ∼ 1.2
Tsc (K) 0.8 0.26 0.7
∆C/γTsc ∼ 0.3 0.6 0.7
Hac2 (T) 1.4
† 2.5 > 30
Hbc2 (T) 2.4
† 2 ∼ 18
Hcc2 (T) 4.8
† 0.7 0.6
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Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the spin-lattice relaxation
rate 1/T1 by NQR experiments at 1.2GPa in UGe2, as an evi-
dence of microscopic coexistence of FM and SC.27)
normal state, in spite of very high quality single crystal.
This might be related with the large sublattice moment
and the self-induced vortex state. Another possible rea-
son is the first order transition between FM1 and FM2,
which can induce the phase separation of FM1 and FM2
due to the the small pressure gradient in the pressure cell
as well as in the the sample.
Another tool to modify the Px and Pc boundary is to
apply the magnetic field along the magnetization easy-
axis (a-axis). At the pressure of FM1 phase at zero field
(Px < P < Pc), the FM2 phase is recovered through the
metamagnetic transition at H = Hx. In the PM phase,
just above Pc, a cascade of first order metamagnetic tran-
sition occurs at Hc (from PM to FM1) and Hx (from
Fig. 4. Pressure variation of Tsc by resistivity measurements and
the ∆C/γTsc by specific heat measurements in UGe2.29)
FM1 to FM2). Careful studies for H ‖ M0 (a-axis) was
recently realized in order to clarify the FM-PM border of
UGe2 as it is an excellent example for tricriticality in itin-
erant ferromagnet.30, 31) Under pressure, at H = 0, the
phase transition changes from second order to first order
at a tricritical point TTCP = 24K, PTCP ∼ 1.42GPa,
which is very close to Pc = 1.49GPa.
22, 31) Under mag-
netic fields above Pc, the first order metamagnetic tran-
sition will terminate at a critical end point (PQCEP ∼
3.5GPa, HQCEP ∼ 16T, see Fig. 5)
30, 32) For the tran-
sition between FM1 and FM2, the critical end point at
H = 0 is located at T xCEP ∼ 7K and P
x
CEP ∼ 1.16GPa,
which is very near the pressure where SC dome is sup-
pressed. Below P xCEP, Tx is a crossover between FM1 and
FM2.
Fig. 5. (Color online) Temperature-pressure-field phase diagram
of UGe2 for H ‖M0 (a-axis).30, 32)
A striking point on the SC phase is that the temper-
ature dependence of the superconducting upper critical
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field Hc2 for H ‖ a-axis (easy magnetization axis) indi-
cates the field-enhanced SC phase when the pressure is
tuned just above Px, as shown in Fig. 6.
33) This pecu-
liar shape of Hc2 curve is associated with the crossing of
the metamagnetic transition at Hx. If there is no doubt
on the strong “S”-shaped curvature of Hc2(T ), the open
question will be whether this phenomena is characteris-
tic of FM2 phase or whether it is a combined effect of the
volume expansion in the FM1 phase through the positive
metamagnetic feedback, leading to an increase of Tsc(P )
just right at the maximum at Px.
5
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0
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FM1SC
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Fig. 6. (Color online) Temperature dependence of Hc2 for H ‖ a-
axis in UGe2 at 1.35GPa, which is just above Px. The metam-
agnetic transition is detected at Hx between FM1 and FM2.33)
The de Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) experiments under
pressure reveal that Fermi surfaces between FM2, FM1
and PM are quite different each other. For H ‖ b-axis,
where FM2, FM1 and PM phases are not affected by the
magnetic fields, dHvA branches of FM2 phase disappears
in FM1 and new branches exhibit in FM2.34, 35) In PM
phase, completely new branches are observed again. The
cyclotron effective mass gradually increases with increas-
ing pressure up to Px and in PM phase quite large effec-
tive masses ranging from 20 to 60 are detected, in agree-
ment with the pressure dependence of the γ-value.28) For
H ‖ a-axis, the field re-entrant FM1 and FM2 phases oc-
curs, as shown in Fig. 5, thus the results are more com-
plicated.36, 37) Nevertheless, the drastic change of Fermi
surfaces is detected by crossing FM1, FM2 and PM phase
boundary. The cyclotron effective mass increases, ap-
proaching to Hx. The change of Fermi surface is also
found for H ‖ c-axis, as well.38)
An interesting theoretical scenario proposed for the
weak itinerant ferromagnet ZrZn2 is the quantum meta-
magnetic transition associated with the topological
change of Fermi surfaces, as proposed for a Lifshitz tran-
sition.39) The Fermi surface study under pressure can
be found in Ref. 40. In UGe2, there is an evidence by
the combined resistivity and Hall effect measurements32)
that the topological change of Fermi surface from PM to
FM1 can be tuned by the pressure and field, following the
wing-shaped (T, P,H) phase diagram predicted in “con-
ventional” spin fluctuation approaches of FM-QCEP.
3. URhGe: a ferromagnetic superconductor at
ambient pressure and field-reentrant SC
Although the discovery of pressure induced SC in
UGe2 can be a major breakthrough, the ambient pres-
sure case provides much variety of experimental meth-
ods which goes deep inside the understanding of un-
conventional SC. The discovery of SC at ambient pres-
sure in the weak ferromagnet URhGe with Tsc = 0.26K,
TCurie = 9.5K and M0 = 0.4µB opened the new oppor-
tunities.14)
The properties of URhGe is summarized in Table 2.
The crystal structure is orthorhombic TiNiSi-type, as
shown in Fig. 1. The U atom forms the zig-zag chain
along a-axis with the distance of dU-U = 3.50 A˚, which
is close to the so-called Hill limit associated with the
direct overlap of 5f -wave function.41) Figure 7 shows
the γ-value and the magnetic ordered temperature as
a function of the distance of the next nearest neighbor
on U atom dU-U in UTGe (T: transition element) fam-
ily.42) The systematic variation can be seen. The PM
ground state is realized for the small dU-U, while the
large dU-U induces the magnetic order with the large
moment. URhGe as well as UCoGe are located on the
boundary between PM and AF with large moments ac-
companied with long range magnetic ordering. The max-
imum and moderately enhanced γ-values are observed in
URhGe and UCoGe. The similar trend is also known in
UX3 and NpX3 (X: group 13 and 14 elements).
43, 44)
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Fig. 7. (Color online) γ-value of specific heat and the magnetic
ordered temperature as a function of the distance of the next
nearest neighbor on U atom for UTGe (T: transition element)
family. URuGe is paramagnet, UCoGe and URhGe are ferromag-
nets, the other UTGe are antiferromagnets.
In URhGe, TCurie is much lower than than the band
width, TCurie ≪ W . In the specific heat measurements,
it is estimated that the contribution to the γ-value from
the fit above TCurie amounts to γB ∼ 110mJ/K
2mol,
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while the FM fluctuation contributes ∼ 50mJ/K2mol to
the total γ-value (160mJ/K2mol).45) Finally at low tem-
peratures the relatively enhanced γ-value 160mJ/K2mol
is achieved. Contrary to UGe2, with increasing pressure,
TCurie increases monotonously at least up to 12GPa, as
shown in Fig. 8, indicating the system is pushed far from
the FM instability.46, 47) Correspondingly the positive
∂TCurie/∂P is obtained from the Ehrenfest relation.
48)
The decrease of Tsc with pressure is associated with the
decrease of m∗∗, which also implies that the system is
getting away from the FM instability.
1.0
0.5
0
T s
c 
(K
)
543210
P (GPa)
15
10
5
0
T C
ur
ie
 
(K
)
URhGeTsc
TCurie
Fig. 8. (Color online) Pressure dependence of TCurie and Tsc in
URhGe.46, 47)
The new feature is that the slope of magnetization
curve ∂M/∂H for the field along the hard magnetization
axis (b-axis) is larger than that along the easy axis (c-
axis), leading to the spin reorientation at HR ∼ 12T for
H ‖ b-axis, as shown in Fig. 9. The magnetization curve
for H ‖ b-axis displays that the extrapolation of M(H)
from H > HR to H = 0 gives a finite value, (∼ 0.15µB).
This confirms that the system remains in FM side with
the decrease of M0 from 0.5µB to 0.15µB, as if the field
sweep along b-axis leads to approach the FM instability.
This spin reorientation gives rise to the field reentrant
SC (RSC) around HR at low temperatures.
49) Figure 10
shows the temperature-field phase diagram forH ‖ b-axis
in URhGe.50) Applying field, SC is suppressed around
2T, further increasing field, RSC appears approximately
between 11T and 14T. Interestingly the maximum of
Tsc for RSC phase (≈ 0.42K) is higher than Tsc for low
field SC phase (≈ 0.26K). At high temperatures, TCurie
decreases with increasing fields as it is phenomenologi-
cally described by means of Landau free energy.51) The
reduced TCurie is connected to the spin reorientation field
HR at low temperatures. The RSC as well as low field
SC are very sensitive to the sample quality, indicating
that both SCs are unconventional.50) When the field is
slightly tilted to the magnetization easy-axis (c-axis), the
RSC phase immediately shifts to higher fields and col-
lapses.52, 53) This is attributed to the rapid suppression
of longitudinal magnetic fluctuation by tilting field. On
0.7
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0
M
 (µ
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H // c-axis
b-axis
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URhGe
T → 0 K
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dM
/d
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(µ B
//T
)
151050
H (T)
H // b-axis
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a-axis
Fig. 9. (Color online) Magnetization curves and field derivative
of magnetization in URhGe.45)
the other hand, RSC is very robust when the field is tilted
from b to a-axis, i.e. maintaining the hard-magnetization
axis. HR increases as a function of 1/ cosθ, where θ is
the field angle from b to a-axis. Accompanying with the
increase of HR, RSC is sustained even above 28T.
52)
0.1
1
10
T 
(K
)
151050
H (T)
URhGe
H // b-axis
RSCSC
HR
FM
TCurie
10
5
0
ρ 
(µΩ
⋅c
m
)
151050
H (T)
Fig. 10. (Color online) Temperature-field phase diagram for H ‖
b-axis in URhGe. SC, RSC and FM denote superconductivity,
reentrant superconductivity and ferromagnetism, respectively.
The inset shows the field dependence of resistivity at low tem-
peratures (≈ 80mK).50) It is noted that the field range of RSC
is very sensitive against the small mis-orientation to c-axis.
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The origin of RSC is the enhancement of effective
mass m∗ around HR which is ascribed by approach-
ing FM instability when a transverse field is applied
in this Ising ferromagnets.45, 50, 54) Figure 11 shows the
field dependence of γ-value obtained by the thermody-
namic Maxwell relation via temperature dependence of
the magnetization, i.e. ∂γ/∂H = ∂2M/∂T 2. The validity
of this analysis via Maxwell relation was already demon-
strated for CeRu2Si2
55, 56) and CeCoIn5.
57) The inset
shows the results of direct specific heat measurements
for H ‖ b and c-axis at 0.4K. The similar results were
also obtained by the field dependence of A coefficient of
T 2-term of resistivity based on the so-called Kadowaki-
Woods relation.50, 53) The γ-value is enhanced around
HR for H ‖ b-axis, while it is suppressed for H ‖ c-axis,
indicating that the Ising-type FM fluctuation is enhanced
around HR for H ‖ b-axis.
250
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HR200
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Fig. 11. (Color online) Field dependence of γ-values obtained by
magnetization measurements via Maxwell relation. The initial
γ-value at 0T is taken as 160mJ/K2mol.45) The inset shows
the results of direct specific heat measurements at 0.4K.53) It
is noted that the spin-reorientation field HR on specific heat
measurements slightly shifts to 15.2T, because of the small mis-
orientation to c-axis within two degrees.
The simple picture is that SC is related to the effec-
tive mass of conduction electronm∗ which has two major
contributions: the renormalized band mass mB and the
effective mass gained through ferromagnetic or antifer-
romagnetic correlations m∗∗, namely
m∗ = mB +m
∗∗. (1)
Using McMillan-like formula, the superconducting tran-
sition temperature Tsc is described by
Tsc = T0 exp(−m
∗/m∗∗), (2)
where T0 is the same as characteristic cut off energy.
Since m∗∗ is strongly enhanced around HR, Tsc under
fields is enhanced as well. In ferromagnetic superconduc-
tors, the formation of spin-triplet state with equal-spin
pairing is realized. Hc2 is free from the Pauli limit based
on the spin-singlet state, instead Hc2 is governed by the
orbital limit Horb. Since the superconducting coherence
length ξ is described by ξ ≈ ~vF/kBTsc, we obtain a sim-
ple relation as Horb ∼ (m
∗Tsc)
2, where vF is Fermi veloc-
ity. If m∗ is enhanced, both Tsc and Horb increase, and
consequently RSC is observed at high fields. It should
be noted that enhancement of Tsc is affected by mB and
the Fermi surface. To date, no drastic change of Fermi
surface is inferred at HR by thermopower measurements
which will be published elsewhere.58)
Applying pressure, RSC phase shifts to higher fields
associated with the increase of HR, and eventually dis-
appears above ∼ 1.5GPa, as shown in Fig. 12.47) On the
other hand, low-field SC will survive above 3GPa. The
suppression of both RSC and low-field SC is explained by
the decrease of mass enhancement, Interestingly, the sim-
ilar behavior is observed at ambient pressure when the
field is tilted to c-axis,53) where the longitudinal mag-
netic fluctuation is suppressed due to the Ising-type fer-
romagnetism.
20
15
10
5
0
H
 (T
)
3.02.01.00
P (GPa)
SC
RSC
URhGe
H // b-axis
T → 0 K
HR
Fig. 12. (Color online) Pressure dependence of Hc2 for low field
SC and the critical fields for RSC for H ‖ b-axis in URhGe. HR
denotes the spin reorientation field.47)
At ambient pressure, Hc2 of low field SC exceeds the
Pauli limit for all three direction. From the anisotropy
of Hc2, the line node gap in the bc-plane is inferred,
assuming the equal-spin pairing.,59) where the attrac-
tive interaction between ↑↑ electrons are described by
Vσσ′ (k, k
′) ∝ δ↑σδ↑σ′kak
′
a
, corresponding to an order pa-
rameter ka| ↑↑〉.
59, 60) It was demonstrated that this order
parameter will remain when the FM moment rotates in
the bc plane.59, 61)
4. UCoGe: strong interplay between FM and SC
A new breakthrough was given by the discovery that
the weak itinerant ferromagnet UCoGe (TCurie ∼ 3K,
M0 ∼ 0.05µB) becomes SC at Tsc ∼ 0.7K.
15) The γ-
value is moderately enhanced as 55mJ/K2mol The crys-
tal structure is identical to that of URhGe with or-
thorhombic TiNiSi-type, as shown in Fig. 1 The distance
of next nearest neighbor of U atom is slightly smaller
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than that of URhGe. The magnetic moment is directed
along c-axis, which is also identical to URhGe, however
the ordered moment (∼ 0.05µB) is much smaller that
of URhGe. At high fields for H ‖ c-axis, the magnetic
moment is induced on the Co site with antiparallel di-
rection.62) The characteristic properties are summarized
in Table 2. According to the band calculations based
on the 5f -itinerant model with/without spin polariza-
tion, the carrier number in PM state is small with semi-
metallic type Fermi surface, while the carrier number in-
creases in FM state, but is still small.63) The Shubnikov-
de Haas experiments were carried out and a small pocket
Fermi surface (F ∼ 1 kT) was detected with large cy-
clotron mass (25m0),
64) implying that UCoGe is a low
carrier system with heavy quasi-particles. This is also
supported by the large Seebeck coefficient.58) These sit-
uations are resemble to those of well-known semi-metallic
heavy fermion superconductor URu2Si2.
65–69)
In UCoGe the interplay between FM and SC is strong
since TCurie is already close to Tsc. Figure 13 represents
the results of resistivity and specific heat. Two anomalies
are clearly observed at TCurie and Tsc both in resistivity
and in specific heat. Contrary to URhGe, TCurie is sen-
sitive to the sample quality, while Tsc can detected for
the poor quality sample with the residual resistivity ra-
tio RRR = 3 at least by resistivity measurements. This
might be related with the fact that TCurie is of first order
and SC survives even above Pc in PM state, as described
below.
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Fig. 13. (Color online) Temperature dependence of resistivity
and specific heat in UCoGe.
Applying the pressure, TCurie and Tsc are merged
around the critical pressure Pc ∼ 1GPa.
70–72) AC sus-
ceptibility and AC calorimetry measurements clearly es-
tablished that SC is very robust through Pc. The simple
idea is that when TCurie is close to Tsc, FM collapses via
the first order transition and the associated volume dis-
continuity gives rise to the system with comparable FM
fluctuations and thus to comparable Tsc on both sides
of Pc. The phase diagram shown in Fig. 14(a) is contra-
dictory to the theoretical prediction near FM fluctuation
by Fay and Appel,73) assuming a second order quantum
critical point.73) A new theory through symmetry ap-
proach has been proposed for the (T, P ) phase diagram
of UCoGe.74) Experimentally the domain of coexistence
between SC and FM with Tsc < TCurie has not been de-
tected.
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Fig. 14. (Color online) (a)Temperature–pressure phase dia-
gram70–72) and (b)pressure dependence of Hc2 extrapolated to
0K obtained by resistivity measurements down to 90mK in
UCoGe. It is noted that the values of Hc2 for a and b-axis are
reduced by comparison to those of perfectly aligned field direc-
tion. The mis-orientation to c-axis is estimated to be within two
degrees.
Pressure dependence of Hc2 extrapolated to 0K is
shown in Fig. 14(b). It should be noted that the values
of Hc2 are reduced, compared to those for the perfectly
field-aligned case, since the values of Hc2 for a and b-axis
are very sensitive to the field mis-orientation to c-axis,
as mentioned later. Nevertheless, measured Hc2 curves
for all field direction reveal almost linear increase with
slight upward curvature with decreasing temperature for
all the pressure range (not shown), thus we can determine
the pressure dependence of Hc2 at 0K. For a and b-axis,
broad maxima of Hc2 are observed around Pc, associated
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with the broad maximum of Tsc. On the other hand, Hc2
for H ‖ c-axis increases monotonously with pressure, in-
dicating that the anisotropies between a and c or between
b and c, i.e. Hac2/H
c
c2 and H
b
c2/H
c
c2 are reduced above Pc.
This may be due to the fact that longitudinal magnetic
fluctuation is suppressed above Pc. The first order na-
ture of TCurie and the acute Hc2 enhancement for H ‖ a
and b-axis impede the precise determination of Hc2 as
a function of pressure at the moment. Another supple-
ment event might be the change of Fermi surface at the
FM–PM transition.
The new striking point is that Hc2 at ambient pres-
sure is strongly enhanced when the field is applied along
the hard magnetization axis (a and b-axis), as shown in
Fig. 15(a).53, 75) At 0,K,Hc2 for H ‖ b and a-axis reaches
Hbc2 ∼ 18T and H
a
c2 > 30T, which considerably exceed
the Pauli limit estimated from Tsc ∼ 0.6K. On the other
hand, Hc2 for H ‖ c-axis is 0.6T, which is comparable or
even less than the Pauli limit. The acute enhanced Hc2
can be seen for H ‖ a-axis, as shown in Fig. 15(b). The
fact that Hc2 is strongly damped by tilting the field angle
slightly to c-axis cannot be explained by the conventional
effective mass model associated with the Fermi surface
topology, but should be ascribed by the anisotropic mag-
netic fluctuation. The huge anisotropy of Hc2 including
an “S”-shaped curve for b-axis is qualitatively explained
by the anisotropic field response of effective mass. The
field dependence of A coefficient of T 2 term of resistiv-
ity, which is linked to the γ-value and effective mass by
Kadowaki-Woods relation assuming the strong local fluc-
tuation (A ∝ γ2 ∝ m∗2), shows that A for H ‖ c-axis is
suppressed with field as usual weak itinerant ferromag-
nets, while A for H ‖ b and a-axis remains at high value,
in addition, A for H ‖ b-axis reveals the maximum at
field where the “S”-shaped Hc2 is observed. The results
are similar to those obtained in URhGe, as shown in
Fig. 11.
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Fig. 15. (Color online) (a)Temperature dependence of Hc2 and
(b)angular dependence of Hc2 from a to c-axis at 0.09K in
UCoGe. Tsc is ∼ 0.65K at 0T .75)
NMR and NQR experiments are very good probes to
study magnetic fluctuations associated with dynamic as
well as static susceptibilities, because 59Co is an excellent
nuclear in UCoGe. An evidence for the first order tran-
sition at TCurie at ambient pressure was given from the
abrupt change of the resonant frequency below TCurie.
76)
This implies that UCoGe is already above the tricritical
point. The nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1 mea-
surements microscopically confirm the coexistence of FM
and SC, and the strong Ising character of the ferromag-
netic fluctuation.76) The dynamic susceptibility shows
the remarkable anisotropy, implying that the longitudi-
nal FM magnetic fluctuation is dominated.77)
The results of experiments on three ferromagnetic su-
perconductors, UGe2, URhGe and UCoGe confirm that
Ising-type FM with longitudinal fluctuation mode is fa-
vorable for SC, Up to now, there are no other cases of
coexistence of FM and SC despite the attempt to find Ce
based heavy fermion compounds. Let us remark that SC
near AF criticality seems to be favored by transverse spin
fluctuations as it occurs in CeCu2Si2, CePd2Si2, Ce and
Pu-115 systems and NpPd5Al2,
78–82) while for Ising-type
AF system, such as CeRu2Si2, no SC has been observed.
In contrast to URhGe, no spin reorientation is ex-
pected in UCoGe for H ‖ b-axis as the slope of magneti-
zation χb is smaller than χc. The key criteria will be the
size of the field induced magnetizationMb by comparison
to the ordered moment M0 at zero field. When the mag-
netic field reaches Hb where Mb is comparable to M0,
namely M0 ≈Mb = χbHb, the drastic change of effective
mass is expected. Table II summarizes the parameters of
three uranium ferromagnetic superconductors.
Table II. Susceptibilities and characteristic fields of UGe2,
URhGe and UCoGe.
χa χb χc Ha Hb Hc
(µB/T) (T)
UGe2 0.006 0.0055 0.011 230 250 122
URhGe 0.006 0.03 0.01 66 13 40
UCoGe 0.0024 0.006 0.029 29 12 2.5
An interesting unique point in ferromagnetic super-
conductors is that the internal field associated with the
ordered moment M0 is large compared to the expected
value of superconducting lower critical field Hc1. Thus
spontaneous vortex state must be realized at zero field.
So far there is no direct observation of the correspond-
ing vortex lattice, but clear marks are obtained by NQR
measurements in UCoGe76) and the unusual initial slope
of Hc2 in URhGe.
59)
An interesting macroscopic observation is the modifi-
cation of the hysteresis loop of magnetization through
the SC transition, as shown in Fig. 16.57) Careful anal-
ysis of the DC magnetization shows that no Hc1 exists
at least for H ‖ c-axis. The similar experiments can be
found in Ref. 83.
5. Theoretical view
The first prediction of triplet SC in metallic system
near FM instability was reported by Fay and Appel.73)
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in UCoGe.57)
Tsc reveals two maxima both in PM and in FM phase.
The very slow energy fluctuation gives rise to the pair-
breaking in the vicinity of Pc, while p-wave SC in nearly
FM itinerant system was already calculated by Layzer
and Fay in 1971.84) Recent discussion for nearly ferro-
magnetic system can be found in Ref. 85–87. A more
complicated treatment wipes out the collapse of Tsc at
Pc, instead only a minimum of Tsc will occur. However,
the experimental observation for UCoGe is that Tsc has a
broad maximum at Pc accompanied with the first order
transition of TCurie, instead of second order (see Fig. 14).
Discussion on the coexistence of SC and FM can be found
in Ref. 88 An interesting point is also that in the FM
state Tsc for the majority spin (↑) differs from that for
the minority spin (↓): T↓↓ > T↑↑. Thus SC in the FM
region is a two-band superconductor with the possibility
that only one type of band is gapped.
The possible order parameters in FM phase have been
classified on general symmetry arguments.89–91) On the
basis of the report of SC in the cubic ZrZn2,
16) which
was found to be extrinsic afterward,17) it was predicted
that the gap nodes will change when the magnetization
is rotated by magnetic field.92) It was also proposed that
in the weak Heisenberg ferromagnet Tsc will be enhanced
on the FM side due to the development of transverse
magnetic fluctuation. To date, the evidences of SC in
FM materials is limited to Ising-type FM.
For UGe2, the striking point is that Tsc has maximum
at Px. It was proposed that the CDW/SDW fluctuation
may occur,93) but up to now no extra superstructure was
found experimentally. Phenomenological model was de-
veloped assuming a twin-peak in the electronic density of
states.94) It was even proposed that for UGe2 close to Px
asM0 is still high and thus the magnetism is based on the
strongly localized case that the coupling of two electrons
via localized spin can be attractive,95) and demonstrated
that this s-wave attraction holds for the whole Fermi sur-
face.96) However, this hypothesis is questionable because
the Fermi surfaces calculations clearly show that 5f elec-
tron must be considered as itinerant and this character
is strongly reinforced in FM1 phase.
Interesting new features are predicted as the SC or-
der parameter is linked to M0 with the possibility that
domain walls play a role of weak links.90, 97) It was also
stressed that SC may appear locally at a domain wall
not inside a magnetic domain.98)
Recently it was stressed in good agreement with
the study made on URhGe that when the field is ap-
plied along b-axis (⊥ M0), TCurie(H) will decrease in a
quadratic dependence (∆TCurie ∝ −H
2).51) Analysis of
the unusual temperature dependence and the anisotropy
of Hc2(T ) was made close to Pc. Due to the long range
nature of the FM interaction, non-analytic correction can
enhance the SC transition.99) The position of nodes with
respect to the magnetic field direction can explain the un-
usual angular dependence of Hc2. For UCoGe it was pro-
posed that the large anisotropy between Hc2 for H ‖ a-
axis (Hac2) and H
c
c2, namely H
a
c2 ≫ H
c
c2 implies a point
node gap, not an horizontal line node gap, with respect
to the vertical M0 direction.
6. Conclusion
Discovery of three uranium ferromagnetic supercon-
ductors has open the interesting frontiers for the inter-
play between two major ground states of condensed mat-
ter, FM and SC. Experimentally, a key challenge is to
discover an ideal simple case, such as Ce-115 systems for
the interplay of AF and SC, where the high quality single
crystals with large size can be obtained.
UGe2 is unfortunately not an ideal example for SC
despite the availability of high quality single crystal, since
the external pressure is required and there is not the
sole transition from FM to PM, but also the switch from
FM1 to FM2. Furthermore the changes of ground state
occurs at marked first order transitions. It is an excellent
example to study the tricriticality and the properties at
QCEP.
URhGe and UCoGe suffer from the unavailability of
large and high quality single crystals. Thus, careful tests
are required to be sure that the measurements character-
ize the bulks homogeneous SC. At least clear new phe-
nomena have emerged such as the link for field-reentrant
SC in transverse field response with respect to the easy
magnetization axis in URhGe and UCoGe.
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